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We are here!

Hello supporters, partners, and readers! We are excited to present The
Chronicle. It has taken some time, but it was worth the wait. We want to
thank all our supporters and advertising partners. This publication was a
true passion of ours and we wanted to make sure we are providing the information you want to read. Our focus is straight-to-the-point news about
cannabis in New Mexico that you may not find anywhere else. Feel free to
share with others. Don’t forget to visit our social media pages, and like and
follow us for more information. Order your t-shirt or hat so you can represent: www.TheChronicleNM.com.
And don’t forget—please register and VOTE in the 2016 election.
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{Swag}
The Chronicle is a source of a uniquely New Mexican perspective
on the evolution of cannabis/medical marijuana and bans the
stigma, and instead advocates and creates awareness. The Chronicle will become the go-to source to provide our state’s interested
audience an informative and entertaining journey into the changing world of this growing industry from a unique point of view.
Our aim is to provide a great service and value to our advertising
partners and readers by consistently delivering quality content.
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All In The Family...

Cannabis and Hops

By Rich Meiners aka “unclefishsticks”

C

annabis and hops, two plants from the Cannabaceae family, are often linked in popular culture. Both are associated
with their intoxicating effects, but the real story lies beneath
the surface.

bitter flavor so loved by beer enthusiasts. Hops is also known
for its anti-microbial properties which help to extend the shelf
life of beer. Recent studies have also shown cannabis to have
anti-microbial properties as well.

Cannabaceae is a family of flowering plants that includes
cannabis (in both its medicinal and hemp aspects) as well as
hops (Humulus lupulus) and nine other sub-branches and approximately 170 distinct plant species. Many of the plants,
including cannabis and hops, are dioecious plants—where the
males and females are separate plants and both are required
for successful pollination. In both cases with cannabis and
hops, the unpollinated female flowers are most prized by the
cultivator. Especially vigorous or flavorful examples of both
plants are often propagated asexually by taking cuttings and
rooting them to preserve genetic lines.

Cannabis and hops share a number of terpenes. Terpenes are a
class of chemicals found in many plants, and are the source of
the flavors and aromas as well as many of the medicinal effects
of both cannabis and hops. Terpenes are the building blocks
of essential oils in plants. They are often used in aromatherapy and medicinal herbal preparations of plants like St. John’s
Wort or echinacea. It is believed that the synergy between the
terpenes and other active components of cannabis like THC
and other cannabinoids is what creates the different “high.”
There are also other medicinal effects—anti-nausea, anti-inflammation, anti-anxiety—as well as the varying flavors and
aromas present in both cannabis and hops. So the similarities
you might notice between cannabis and your favorite brew is
not a coincidence—it’s all relative.

Hops are most often used as a bittering agent for beer, If
you’ve ever had an IPA, hops are what is responsible for the
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Hops is also known for its
anti-microbial properties which
help to extend the shelf life of
beer. recent studies have also
shown cannabis to have
anti-microbial properties as well.
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NEW MEXICO

NM Empowering Medical Patients & Compassionate
Treatments. Focusing in Bringing strength and
awareness to the NM Medical Cannabis Program &
Patient Causes.

New patients - Mention this ad for 10% off your ﬁrst purchase.

www.urbanwellnessnm.com

COMING SOON!

3800 Central Ave SE
Albuquerque, NM 87108
Info@sevenclover.com

We aim to provide our medical cannabis
patients, caregivers and their friends and
family with an experience that leaves them
nothing other than, Happy!

#1 IN THE 505

SMOKE SHOP

TWO LOCATIONS

WITH THIS AD

1317 San Mateo Blvd NE.
2211 Central NW

505.503.1452
505.200.0950

Ask
A
Nurse

Gina Lucero, RN

Member of the American Cannabis Nurses
Association Specializing in Cannabinoid Therapy

How do I dose cannabis
oil (CBD Oil)?

How do I find out about
the safety and efficacy of
the cannabis oil?

It depends on what you are using your CBD oil for. For
Fibromyalgia, Parkinsons, Alzheimers and general pain,
a typical starting point would be to use .25 ml four times A reputable provider will have a third-party lab report
a day, or .50ml twice a day.
that shows the potency of the oil, as well as the level
of microbes, residual solvents, heavy metals, and pestiThe equation for epilepsy is weight x mg/lb divided by cides. We are recommending all patients obtain a copy
CBD mg = Daily ML. Then that amount should be di- of the third-party lab report that is directly tied to their
vided into how many doses you want.
batch of oil.
There is always a few days of adjustment period. A
few bad days does not constitute a change. It takes two
weeks for one dose to reach full potential. It is wise to
keep track of your results and the dosage amount in a
daily log. When adjusting your dose, it is recommended
that you adjust once every three weeks until you find
what works for you.

How can I take cannabis
oil?
CBD oil can be taken orally (sublingual), rectally, or by
Gtube. Capsules are not recommended for neurological
disorders because the capsule will be digested and the
majority of oil will not make it back up to the brain.

All recommendations in “Ask a Nurse” are
suggestions and should not replace advice from a practitioner or physician.
Readers interested in learning more should contact resources on pg. 28.

Potion Liquids - available at the CBD Boutique
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Can CBD make me
high?
No Cannabidiol is not psychoactive. It
can not make you high.

Are there drug 		
interactions?

Devour CBA Arnica Salve - available at the CBD Boutique

How do I dose for Cancer?

It is recommended that you space your
dosage an hour before or an hour after your other medications. If you are
on pharmaceuticals that process in the
P450 liver enzyme, get a blood test before you begin. Especially if you are on ONFI. If you
have an interaction and there is an increase in seizures,
a second blood test will show which pharma level has
changed and by how much. When in doubt, space it out.
AEDS, antidepressants, pain killers and acetaminophen
are P450’s. Vitamins/supplements are not drugs, so are
not an issue.

Research has shown that THC causes the death of cancer
cells, and CBD prevents them from metastasizing. LowTHC or hemp-derived whole plant oil will not destroy
your cancer cells. However, it will help those during chemo. CBD helps with nausea, joint pain, and other pain
Hemp oil is high in Omega 3. If you are on blood thincaused by inflammation. Getting the appropriate amount
ners, it is recommended to use a carrier oil like MCT or
of THC is needed for cancer treatment. Everyone is difSafflower to avoid interactions with your blood thinners.
ferent and depending on where the cancer is, there are
different routes to administer appropriately. Typically a
1:1 ratio is used to start for pain and discomfort, and Do I need my medical card
then finding the appropriate ratio that will help with the for CBD oil?
cancer based on your tolerance of THC.
If the CBD oil is derived from hemp, then you don’t
need a medical card to purchase. Hemp is determined
by the THC content which has to be .3 percent or less. If
What is cannabidiol?
you need a higher dosage of THC, a medical card would
be required to purchase.
Cannabidiol is a non-psychoactive cannabinoid found in
abundance in the hemp plant. There are several low-THC
producing plants such as the Proprietary Charlotte’s
Web™ or Haleigh’s Hope which have hemp genetics
that are naturally rich in cannabidiol as well as other non-psychoactive cannabinoids and phytochemicals. Cannabidiol, and all the other cannabinoids in the
cannabis plant, were patented by the United States Government in 2003 as neuroprotectants and antioxidants.

Natural CBD Oral Tincture - available at the CBD Boutique
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Hydro
Lyfe
ABQ’s Best Grow Shop

ACCURATE PROCESS
SERVING & NOTARY
With professionalism, accuracy and diligence,
Accurate Process Serving & Notary provides clients
with a high quality service that is routinely expedited
and cost effective.
Contact us today, your pick up is free!

Julia Pluemer
805 Holstein Ct SW
Albuquerque, NM 87105
505.730.7018
accurateserving@gmail.com

Hydrolyfe.com

505-200-9259

OCTOBER 2016

long enough or at all. The day he tried medical cannabis is the
day that changed his world forever. He discovered it was not
only relieving his pain but that the inflammation in his knees
went down significantly. This miracle medicine encouraged
Darren to find out more about it.
“Suffering, or being knocked out by opiates isn’t any quality
of life. We also need more studies on the treatment of PTSD
with medical cannabis,” says Darren. We at The Chronicle
couldn’t agree more.
Good news! Tilray, a global leader in medical cannabis research and production, and the University of British Columbia announced that patient recruitment for Canada’s first
clinical trial to evaluate the therapeutic potential of medical
cannabis as treatment for PTSD began in September 2016.

PūrLife
3821 Menaul Blvd. NE, Suite F
Albuquerque, NM 87110
505-433-2672
Open 7-Days a Week
www.purlifenm.com
Photo :The Chronicle

Pūr Veteran

Former sheriff opens PūrLife
dispensary
By JenM

D

arren White moved to New Mexico in 1987 and has been
in the Land of Enchantment ever since. He and four investors recently opened PūrLife, a dispensary located off Menaul
Blvd. PūrLife was two to three years in the making and officially opened its doors on July 8, 2016.
You may remember White when he served as sheriff of Bernalillo County from 2002-2009. He is a veteran with the U.S.
Army, where he was a paratrooper in the 82nd Airborne Division and is now a medical cannabis patient.
We sat down with White and his son Indy White (Darren II)
and had a conversation about this journey and about veterans who suffer from post-traumatic stress disorder (PTSD).
Darren brought up that PTSD isn’t the only ailment helped
by cannabis. Debilitating injuries are among the other issues
helped by the state’s medical cannabis program. Darren himself suffers from knee and back injuries sustained while in the
service and as an APD officer. Darren was suffering for a long
time which led him to try everything, and nothing worked
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Marijuana is considered a Schedule I drug under the Controlled Substances Act, alongside heroin and LSD, while
other, highly addictive substances including oxycodone and
methamphetamine are regulated differently under Schedule
II of the law. Darren still holds on to the hope that it will be
changed to schedule III. If and when we see this change, we
know the stigma will change.
Since June 2016, the U.S. House of Representatives and the
Senate put their seal of approval on an amendment that prevents the Department of Veteran Affairs from stopping veteran doctors from providing patients with recommendations to
use medical marijuana. Darren’s PūrLife’s Board of Directors
is comprised of several veterans who are also patients in the
NMMCP, meaning PūrLife understands first-hand the challenges that today’s veterans face. PūrLife donates a portion of
all proceeds to local veteran charities and offers discounts to all
public servants.
Darren and PūrLife sees adding consulting and a registered
nurse to the team in the future. New Mexico currently has
27,000 registered patients. Congratulations Darren and the
PūrLife team, we look forward to seeing the great work you
are doing with our New Mexican Veterans and thank you all
for your service.

“The Cannabis
Evolution is a
constant, be aware
of it, be a part of it,
learn from it”
- Darren White
New Mexico’s Cannabis Magazine

THE NEXT 6
MONTHS OF
MEETINGS:
6-8:30PM

2016

2017

October 18
November 15
December 20

January17
February 21
March 21
April 18
May 16

We are the New Mexico cannabis patients alliance perhaps you
have heard of us, if not allow us to introduce our selves. Founded
in 2012, we are a patient advocacy group comprised solely of
patients, helping other patients to ensure fair and safe accesses to
medical cannabis.

industry. Our involvement in the medical program, does not end
with these meetings. The Alliance has other involvements in the
program as well, delivering patient paperwork for those who nontransient, lobbying for patient medical rights within the program,
as well as creating outreach programs to the community.

We conduct monthly meetings every third Tuesday of the month.
We conduct these meetings, to educate, engage in conversation,
and bring awareness to what is going on in the program and how
it is or will affect patients. Many guest speakers, from a variety of
backgrounds have graced our meetings over the years, providing
some amazing and much needed knowledge and insight about the

We are always looking for new ideas in our outreach and would
like to listen and work on request from patients. If you want to
make a difference in the New Mexico Cannabis Program, Please
come join us as our next meeting and get involved! We look
forward to seeing you at our next meeting.

Meetings are held at the North Domingo Baca Multigenerational Center • 7521 Carmel Ave. NE, Albuquerque, NM 87113

{E D I T O R I A L }

Go green,
Go Gary
JOHNSON

Save billions & decriminalize
By JenM

N

ew Mexico’s former governor Gary Johnson was denied a seat
in the upcoming presidential debates as the Libertarian candidate, but this does not diminish his voice for decriminalizing
cannabis. This is not a lead topic of his current campaign, but his
history of support for legalization is well known in New Mexico.
His opinion tracks with many national studies that have found
cannabis use on the rise, especially in states where it has been
legalized for use recreationally or for medical purposes.
The demographic age groups are surprising. The number of
people under the age of 18 has declined, while the number
of people using cannabis over 50 has more than doubled, according to the 2007 National Survey on Drug Use and Health.
The Chronicle surveyed a group of professionals who requested to remain anonymous. All participants were over 50 years
of age. None would be the stereotypical “deadbeat stoner,”
but rather accountants, engineers, journalists, medical doctors, some retired and some still working in their professions.
All consumed daily.
“Even though New Mexico is [allows] medical cannabis there
is still a stigma associated with consuming, so I only let close
friends and family know. My use helps me relax at the end of
the day and process the work I do,” said one source.
Another talked about the how he felt cannabis does not lead
to violence or criminality like hard drugs or alcohol. Another
spoke about the health benefits and how it has reduced her
reliance on seizure medication.
Johnson, who was involved with a company producing and
marketing cannabis products, has left that business behind
to run for president. In previous interviews he talked about
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Gary Johnson 2016 Rally in ABQ Convention Center / The Chronicle

having stopped drinking alcohol. Johnson has advocated for
legalization of marijuana on several fronts. He created Our
American Initiative and toured the United States on this issue
in 2010.
Johnson believes that because half the money this country
spends on prisons, courts, and law enforcement is drug-related, it would save billions of dollars to decriminalize cannabis.
He believes a better impact on the nation’s economy would
be to tax cannabis consumption at the retail level. He believes
the prosecution of small cannabis offenders has been a waste
of taxpayers’ money.
Johnson talks about the health benefits of cannabis, which
have been widely published for treating patients with glaucoma, multiple sclerosis, epilepsy, post-traumatic stress disorder, along with many other conditions. In 2007, then Gov. Bill
Richardson signed into law the “Lynn and Erin Compassionate Use Act” in New Mexico. This law gave the New Mexico
Department of Health the power to govern state-licensed production facilities and develop a patient registry for cannabis
distribution. Over the years the limit on the number of growers has increased based on the state’s demand, but articles
have been published about the need not being met. Should
Johnson be elected one can expect that change in cannabis
laws would be forthcoming around the country.

New Mexico’s Cannabis Magazine

{A D V E R T O R I A L }

Best Buds

Growing into big business
By Christian Maes

M

any New Mexico Medical Cannabis Patients know
about Natural Rx and CG Corrigan. They are some of
the original NM dispensaries, and there is a certain level
of quality to their medicine and a reasonable price to go
with a great and knowledgeable staff in both companies.
But many patients would not know how close the two
really are.
In 2008, Trevor Reed and Franci Bailey moved to Oregon to help with a family member who was previously
in a horrible head-on auto collision. As a result of the
accident, this close family member was in a tremendous amount of pain and struggling with addiction to
pain medicine, alcohol, heroin, and other opiates. That’s
when Franci and Trevor decided to start growing medical cannabis to try and help with pain “We were pretty
good at it so we kept on doing it,” says Bailey about her
and Trevor’s growing skills. Sadly, the battle was unbearably too strong for their loved one to overcome and
he lost his life a year later in 2009. Trevor and Franci,
being New Mexico natives, moved back to the land of
enchantment and just in time to apply for a New Mexico Medical Cannabis Producers license. Their chances
were very good since they had experience from their Oregon grow.
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“We were pretty good
at it so we kept on
doing it”
- Franci Bailey

In December, on the last day of 2010, Trevor and Franci received a call from the New Mexico department of
health notifying them that their producers license was
approved. As one of the first licenses to be issued in
the state of New Mexico, it’s more than safe to say that
Trevor and Franci are pioneers in this healing industry and this state program. Natural Rx sold their first
gram in May 2011, and they have been going strong
ever since with so many different ways they cater to
NM patients, which is their focus. Compassion and customer service is second to none. With other partners,
their medicine and business model has been the inspiration of other producers. Franci and her management
company took over CG Corrigan in 2014 and since has
increased its patient count as well as being very attentive to its patients.

CG CORRIGAN
SERVING NEW MEXICO’S CHRONICALLY ILL

New Mexico’s Cannabis Magazine

NaturalRX

FOR ALL
YOUR OTHER

SMOKING
NEEDS

3101 Central Ave NE, Albuquerque, NM 87106 • 505.255.4200

Vietnam Memorial 2 By stockvault

Still Fighting
Veterans combating PTSD with cannabis
By Gina Lucero, RN
Specializing in Cannabinoid Therapy
Charter Leader, Grow for Vets New Mexico

I

magine having to relive a horrible event over and over, triggered by a sound, by a smell, by someone’s voice. Most people that suffer from post-traumatic stress disorder (PTSD)
have to experience this. It’s not easy to understand, because it
is not visible to the naked eye. You can’t look at someone and
tell that they have PTSD. You cannot see it on the outside so
it is hard for people to relate or to understand what the person
is going through.
Thousands of people suffer from PTSD on a daily basis.
PTSD does not discriminate; it does not care what race, gender, or what age you are. Men, women, children, geriatrics,
they can all be victims of PTSD.

What is PTSD? PTSD is post-traumatic stress disorder, a
psychiatric disorder that can occur following an experience
or the witnessing of a life-threatening event such as military
combat, natural disasters, terrorist incidents, serious accidents, or physical or sexual assault in adult or childhood. The
symptoms of PTSD range from severe anxiety, flashbacks,
uncontrollable thoughts and nightmares, night sweats. Hyperarousal symptoms may also arise—tense feelings, being
startled easily, and insomnia. The emotional symptoms of
PTSD are depression, worry, intense guilt, survivor’s guilt,
and feeling emotionally numb (losing interest in formerly
enjoyable activities otherwise known as anhedonia). Physical symptoms of stress include neurological, respiratory,
musculoskeletal, and cardiovascular symptoms.

“You can’t patch a
wounded soul
with a band-aid”

Displacement is part of the veterans’ transition.
These individuals suffering the most are living
with improperly managed PTSD in addition to
the stress of trying to find a job and their place in
a civilian world. Not only are they displaced coming out of the military, but they go from a rank
position where they learn specific military trades,
to trying to find jobs that they can qualify for based
on their experiences from the military. Most military skillsets are not easily translated to the civilian
world. Because they are tough men or women, they
are told not to cry, or they have outbursts and lose
family and friends. They start to medicate, whether it is alcohol or all the prescription drugs that
the VA hospital has thrown at them. For
many veterans making this transition,
the struggle becomes too overbearing and they choose to end their own
life. The statistics shown in “Veterans
and PTSD Article” dated September
20, 2015; that about 11-20% of every
100 veterans who served in Operation
Iraqi Freedom (OIF) and Operation
Enduring Freedom (OEF) have PTSD
in a given year. For veterans of the
Gulf War (Desert Storm) there are approximately 12% of service members
who returned home diagnosed with
the disorder. It is estimated that about
30% of Vietnam veterans have shown
symptoms of PTSD in their lifetime
based off of the most current studies
from the National Vietnam Veterans’
Readjustment Study (NVVRS). A reanalysis found that contrary to the initial study of the NVVRS data, a large
majority of Vietnam Veterans struggled
with chronic PTSD symptoms, with
four out of five reporting recent symptoms
when interviewed 20- 25 years after Vietnam. They also
stated that among veterans who use VA health care approximately 23 out 100 women reported sexual assault when in
the military, 55% of women and 38% of men have experienced sexual harassment when in the military. A recent
sample of 600 veterans from Iraq and Afghanistan found
that 14% suffer from post-traumatic stress disorder; 39%
suffer from alcohol abuse, 3% suffer from drug abuse. With
statistics like this, it is no surprise that without appropriate
treatment, they decide to take their own lives.

Approximately, 22 veterans per day commit suicide a day, and this rate is climbing. Studies are
showing that the rates of veteran suicide are much
higher than previously thought, as much as five to
eight thousand a year. According to the September
2015 New York Time articles, some branches of
the military do not keep fine-grained data, or any
data at all, on the suicide rates. There are “battalion
epidemics” of numbers of suicides in the military,
with much higher rates of suicide and mental health
problems.
The side effects of the pharmaceuticals that are normally prescribed for PTSD such as Paxil, Zoloft,
and Wellbutrin, may complicate these
problems, making symptoms more intense. Some of the side effects from
these medications may contribute to
more agitating factors leading veterans to give up. Potential side effects
of these medications are headaches,
nausea, sleeplessness, agitation, severe mood swings, even erectile
dysfunction or problems having or
enjoying sex.
Cannabis, although it is still considered a controlled Schedule 1 Drug,
is helping more people deal with
the symptoms of PTSD. More veterans are tired of being shuffled
around at their VA hospital and being given one narcotic after another
and are looking into more natural
treatments. Cannabis has been the
reason these veterans can get out of
bed—it is how they are learning how
to manage PTSD, instead of PTSD
managing them.
A local vet shares his story: “I was in the New Mexico National
Guard for five years as an infantryman. I served in Iraq 20092010. I was a rear security gunner during convoy operations.
I was in a constant state of fight. I believe that my sympathetic nervous system was so overactive it changed my brain’s
chemistry. PTSD is a nightmare and via VA recommendations, while still in the army, I took a variety of pharmaceutical medications to manage symptoms of PTSD, including
Continued on page 25
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Jason Borrego is a born and raised Hispanic artist from
Northern New Mexico. Raised in Pojoaque, Jason also
grew up around not only the Chicano cultures in Espanola, but Native American culture. He went to school
in Pojoaque and being around Santa Fe through today,
he continues learning about his Hispanic roots.

Cover
Artist:
Jason
Borrego

Jason considers himself a New Mexican artist and loves
his residence in Albuquerque and does all his big work
in Northern New Mexico.

@borrego_designs

He is influenced by Fredrico Vigil, Toby Morfin, Diego
Lopez, and Gene Ortega, all New Mexico based artists
that give back to their communities.
Jason is also a Contemporary Spanish Market Exibitor in
Santa Fe. His clientele ranges from Los Angeles to New
York.

Are you an artist interested in cannabis culture?
Send us your PDF portfolio: info@TheChronicleNM.com

Freedom Hemp Company Needs You!
We are a start up company that wishes to bring all facets
of hemp manufacturing to America like hemp clothes,
paper, plastic, building materials, and rope in addition
to organic farming.
Our first business venture is a clothing company
called Rugged Wear International. This company will
produce high quality - low priced work clothes and
adventure wear. We are not just going to make the clothes
but also grow and process the fibers.
In order to get started we need donations to fund the grant
writing process that will secure the funds we need to build
our first hemp processing plants right here in America.

T-shirt

$15
Hat

$20

Please donate to our campaign @:
www.gofundme.com/freedomhempcompany

Watch the video, read the description, and donate to the cause.

ED NEE

D

ORDER YOURS
TODAY!

www.TheChronicleNM.com
email: info@TheChronicleNM.com
phone: 505.269.5956
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A sustainable and responsible future is possible for us all.

New Mexico’s Cannabis Magazine

{PTSD continued from page 23}

anti-depressants and benzos for anxiety, plus supplemental
medication for side effects. Cannabis helped get me off all of
my prescription medications, by naturally calming me, and
allowing me to not be a zombie.”

effective alternative to pharmaceutical poisons. I have been
medicating using cannabis for about five years, and would
have made the decision earlier if I would have known what
I know now.”

He continues to explain his story: “I almost lost my wife
and wasn’t able to provide adequate care for my children,
I lost my career in the army due to my cannabis use. It is
the only option for me, and the best decision for me and
my family. I’m learning how to manage my symptoms and
the more I medicate, the better off I am. With prescription
drugs, I wasn’t awake enough or conscious enough to begin
to heal. Since I started all-in with cannabis, I haven’t taken
even ibuprofen for pain. I feel it is my duty to share my experience with others so that people may see cannabis as an

It is these stories about PTSD that need to be told. It is stories like this that are changing the view on cannabis. For
more information on how you can help Veterans obtain cannabis or to donate to help Veterans, please contact Grow for
Vets NM. 505-398-3871.
References:The National Center for PTSD; ptsd.va.gov
“Veterans statistics: PTSD, Depression, TBI, Suicide.” Veterans and PTSD. September 20,
2015. Web. September, 6, 2016. www.veteransandptsd.com/PTSD-statistics.html

“I believe we should use the resources we have to
help our veterans in any way we can. take marijuana off the list of schedule 1 drugs. It’s safer than
alcohol and many prescription drugs! legalizing
it for recreational use for this reason as well.”
– Paula Manning-Lewis, US Army veteran
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How
to in
NM
Seed Starting 101
By Tyler Heeman, Hydro Lyfe

Water

insert my seeds. You can start a seed in just about
any media. Popular mediums are Soil, Rock wool,
Paper Towels.

We want to start out with purified water. Anything out
of the tap has chlorine which can be damaging to newly
sprouted seedlings. Good water is the basis for healthy
gardening. At Hydro Lyfe we sell reverse osmosis water for 20 cents a gallon. What are the properties of water? We check certain telling factors of water in order
to ensure health in our garden. PH is a very important
factor to keep track of, especially when working in a
mineral-based nutrient system. The PH essentially tells
us how effective certain types of nutrients will be for our
plants. We want our PH to be around 5-6 because that is
the level in which most plants are able to uptake nutrients.

Media

Light

Any small CFL or even window light will be enough to
just get the seeds going. Once your plants are a little larger they will either need a larger light or will need to be
I personally like to pop my seeds in Root Riot plugs. transplanted outside. If you only have a large light, you
They take a lot of the guesswork out of the whole can still use it—just make sure to keep proper distance
process. With these plugs I can soak my plugs and between the seedlings and the light.
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Air

The first week or so you want to keep humidity and
temperatures high. 50%+ humidity and 80 degrees is
what I’ve found works best for most seeds.

Quick Guide: Plug Seed starting
(Recommended)
Step 1: Soak plugs in filtered water.
Step 2: Drain excess water from around the plugs.
Step 3: Insert seeds into the holes in the moistened
plugs.
Step 4: Cover plugs with a humidity dome.
Step 6: Give the plugs 24 hours of light.
Step 5: WAIT!
In a few days you should see your seedling sprout. Wait
until you see roots start to penetrate the outer wall of
the plug and then you are ready to transplant.
Sometimes a seed will take up to 10 days before sprouting. If you get to 15 days and see no progress it’s a safe
bet to call it quits and start over. A lot of times there is
nothing you can do about this—you just had a faulty
seed.
Some people will pop their seeds in a paper towel before
transplanting into soil or a starter plug. I find this is unnecessary and only increases the likelihood that you will
damage the very sensitive root tip.
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Quick Guide: Soil Seed starting (Easiest)
Step 1: Start with a nice organic seed starting soil
(not the richest).
Step 2: Fill small container with soil and lightly water
so that the soil is wet.
Step 3: Push seed about 1/2” below the soil.
Step 4: Cover the soil with a humidity dome, damp
paper towel, or even just some loose soil.
Step 5: Give the seedlings 24 hours of light a day.
Step 6: Wait!
In a few days you will see the seedling pushing out of
the hole you put it in. If you covered with a wet paper
towel you can now remove the paper towel.
Depending on the size of the container you sprouted in,
you can either transplant or let it grow for a week or so.
If you started in something like a one-gallon container
then you probably want to let the roots stretch out before
trying to transplant. That way the roots will hold the soil
together when you pull it out of the container. If you
started in something smaller, like a seedling tray, then
you can transplant a few days after the 2nd to 3rd set
of leaves becomes visible. The idea is to not disturb the
root zone while transplanting.
If you have any other questions or need advice give
Hydro Lyfe a call at 505-200-9259.
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Dispensary
Perks

16 17

SANTA FE

1. Natural RX
FTP- Free Gram
SC-60 and over 10% off
MTR- 15% off
REF- No Ref
BIRTD- Free Gram
2. CG Corrigan
FTP- Free Gram
SC- No SC
MTR-15% off
REF- Free Gram
BIRTD- Free Gram
3. High Desert Relief
FTP- Free Gram
SC- No SC
MTR- 10%
REF- No Ref
BIRTD- Free Gram of choice
4. R Green Leaf Organics
FTP- Free Gram
SC- No SC
MTR- 10% off
REF- No Ref
BIRTD- Free Gram
5. Medzen
FTP- Free Edible
SC- No SC
MTR- VA 15% off
REF- 10% off after Ref
BIRTD- Free Gram
6. Minerva Canna Group
FTP- Free Joint
SC- No SC
MTR- 10% off
REF- Free Gift
BIRTD- Medicated Sucker
7. Verdes Foundation
FTP- Free Gram/ or Prerolled
SC- No SC
MTR- 10% off
REF- No Ref
BIRTD- Free Gram/ or Prerolled
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RUIDOSO
LAS CRUCES

8. Cannaceutics INC.
FTP- Free Glass Jar
SC- No SC
MTR- 10% off
REF- 15% off
BIRTD- 20% off 14 days good
before

13. Compassionate Distr.
FTP- First Purchase
(First Free Sample)
SC- No SC
MTR- 10% off
REF- No Ref
BIRTD- No BIRTD

9. Sandia Botanicals
FTP- Free Glass Jar and Wrist Band
SC- 10% off
MTR- 10% off
REF- No Ref
BIRTD- Free Gram/ or Prerolled

14. MJ Express-O
FTP- Lighter and Joint Papers
SC- No SC
MTR- 10% off
BIRTD- Depends

10. SWOP
FTP- $500 purchase $25 back
SC- 55 and over 10% off
MTR- 10% off/ Purple Heart 15%
off
BIRTD- Reward $25 for every $500
11. Purlife
FTP- First Purchase (Blue Dream
Prerolled)
SC- No SC
MTR- 15% off
REF- No Ref
BIRTD- Depends
12. Urban Wellness
FTP- First Purchase Loyalty Program (Free Prerolled)
SC- 10% off
MTR- 10%off
FEF- No Ref
BIRTD- Prerolled
28

15. Mother Earth Herbs
FTP- No Ref
SC- No SC
MTR-$2 off a Gram
REF- No Ref
BIRTD- Free Edible
16. Fruit Of The Earth
FTP- Free Prerolled
SC- No SC
MTR- 10% off
REF- No Ref
BIRTD- Free Prerolled
17. Sacred Garden
FTP- Free Gram
SC- No SC
MTR- 15% off
REF- 15% off Next Purchase
BIRTD- Free Prerolled Jumbo
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Ask us how to add your info.
info@TheChronicleNM.com

FTP- First Time Patient
SC- Senior Discount

SOUTH
TO LAS CRUCES

MTR- Military/Veteran Discount
REF- Referral Discount
BIRTD - Birthday Giveaway

GG#4 Courtesy of UncleFishSticks

Reciprocity in Sin City

You can find both pleasure and relief in Las Vegas

By Christian Maes

La

s Vegas, Nevada is a place where one can find pretty
much any adult activity under the sun. There is gambling, night life, exotic car racing and the list goes on.
During the summer of 2015, things changed tremendously for the state’s medical cannabis program and
the famous Las Vegas strip. Nevada is one of the few
states in America that recognizes reciprocity with other
states using the medical cannabis program. This means
that out-of-state residents can travel to Nevada for business or pleasure and confidently continue their marijuana treatment program. If you are a medical marijuana
cardholder from another state, you can legally purchase
medical marijuana in Nevada, provided you meet the
following conditions:
• You must have a valid, non-expired medical
marijuana card from your home state.

• The Nevada authorities must be able to verify the
validity of your medical marijuana card by accessing
a database of registered users.
• Non-residents must abide by all of Nevada’s
medical marijuana possession laws – regardless of
how much marijuana each patient is allowed to possess in their home state.
Under Nevada law, Las Vegas recognizes and accepts
out-of-state medical marijuana cards, which allows inter-state medical marijuana reciprocity. Nevada is the
only state that allows patients from other medical marijuana states to access their medicine legally while in
Nevada [NRS 453A.364].

That is making things a lot better for out-of-state patients
• Your home state must exempt medical marijuana who want to enjoy The Strip but still need to seek relief.
cardholders from criminal prosecution for medical Las Vegas sees millions of visitors every year, and as a
result, medical cannabis patients from around the counmarijuana use.
try can now access their medical marijuana as easily as
• The law in your home state must require that they could in their home state.
physicians advise patients about the benefits of using medical marijuana to ease a patient’s symptoms
before a card is issued by that state.
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{A D V E R T O R I A L }

Las Vegas
Releaf

Quality medicine and
information from the Vegas Strip
By Jason Sturtsman

T

he old paradigm of the cannabis black market, or
from dispensaries many years ago, was that if marijuana
had less than 10 percent of Tetrahydrocannabinol (THC),
you would consider it “bottom shelf” or “regular-grade”
cannabis. When you shift the focus away from THC to
the cannabinoid profile and terpenes, the new focus is
toward medical and “connoisseur and lifestyle” cannabis consumption. In Nevada we have full reciprocity,
meaning that anyone with a medical marijuana card or on your feet. Limonene (citrus oil) improves mood, is
recommendation in their state can come to Nevada to antibacterial, and helps with gastrointestinal disorders—
purchase some of the highest-quality medicine.
maybe try some Lemon Kush after a day at the Las Vegas
buffet. Linalool (lavender oil) is great for helping reduce
When you purchase medicine tested by independent labs anxiety and increasing happiness: nature’s Prozac when
in Nevada from dispensaries, you will see displayed on you need it. Beta-caryophyllene (black pepper and oregayour label the cornucopia of terpenes available to you. no oil) benefits those with ulcers, autoimmune disorders
Terpenes are the aromatic compounds that give canna- and inflammation. Each plant produces different quantibis its unique smell—interacting with THC and CBD— ties of each terpene—making for a wide variety of effects,
giving it a therapeutic effect. Terpenes also balance the smells, tastes, and experiences.
psychoactivity in high THC strains, reducing THC-induced anxiety (for example, for a night out on the town Top-shelf connoisseur cannabis does not have to have a
when you decide the strain Bruce Banner #3, with over THC percentage over 18 percent. It is the smell and taste
28 percent THC, was a great choice). Terpenes also pro- of the medicine consumed, created by the terpenes and
vide that lovely bouquet smell of lavender, pine, orange, proper cultivation curing techniques. When you elect to
and oregano when you put your nose into that bag or jar use a clean vaporizer or water pipe, though preferably
at your local dispensary.
rolling paper, the “nose” or smell of the cannabis from
Some of the common therapeutic terpenes in cannabis include Alpha-pinene (pine oil), a bronchodilator helpful for
those with asthma; it also promotes alertness and memory
retention—advantageous in Vegas when in a smoky casino and you’re counting cards at the Aria blackjack table.
Myrcene is a terpene that assists with reducing inflammation and pain, sedation, and relaxing muscles—helpful
in getting you to sleep after a hard day of work standing
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the terpenes is pronounced in the sensory experience.

As a visiting cannabis patient with help from your budtender, you will soon distinguish terpene profiles that are
not only medically therapeutic, but a pleasant preferential kaleidoscope of aromas worthy of a caterpillar on a
mushroom. Hopefully, we will see you soon as a visitor
to Nevada and Las Vegas ReLeaf.
Jason Sturtsman is one of the managers of Las Vegas Releaf, a dispensary on the Las Vegas
strip (lasvegasreleaf.com).
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GET YOUR MEDICAL
CANNABIS CARD
SYMPTOMS

YOU MIGHT BE HAVING

TO QUALIFY YOU INTO THE
NEW MEXICO MEDICAL CANNABIS PROGRAM

Nightmares
Flashbacks
Depression
REE
F
Physical Pain
N
O
I
T
A
T
L
U
S
Anxiety
C ON
Stress
Kaizen is helping qualified
people through the process of obtaining
Isolation
their New Mexico Medical Cannabis Card.
Irritability
Allow us the opportunity to give you a FREE
Insomnia
consultation to assess your conditions.
We promise discretion, professionalism, and
Feeling Detached
to provide our customers with a high quality
Avoiding Activities
service.
Mood Swings

2724 Isleta Blvd. SW

505.318.CARD
email: info@kznmcc.com

We are a start up company that wishes to bring all facets
of hemp manufacturing to America like hemp clothes,
paper, plastic, building materials, and rope in addition
to organic farming.
Our first business venture is a clothing company
called Rugged Wear International. This company will
produce high quality - low priced work clothes and
adventure wear. We are not just going to make the clothes
but also grow and process the fibers.
In order to get started we need donations to fund the grant
writing process that will secure the funds we need to build
our first hemp processing plants right here in America.

W

Freedom Hemp Company Needs You!

YOU

Please donate to our campaign @:
www.gofundme.com/freedomhempcompany

Watch the video, read the description, and donate to the cause.

A sustainable and responsible future is possible for us all.

PurLife

Dispensary

3821 Menaul Blvd. NE, STE F
Albuquerque, NM 87110

PurLifeNM.com
505-433-2672
All ﬁrst time
patients receive a
free cannabis gift

T-shirt

$15
Hat

$20
ORDER YOURS
TODAY!

www.TheChronicleNM.com
email: info@TheChronicleNM.com
phone: 505.269.5956

LAS CRUCES
755 S. Telshor Blvd. Bldg. A Ste. #102,
Las Cruces N.M.
(575) 541- 5580
T or C for deliveries only.
Call us to set up your delivery at (575) 740 - 0803
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Albuquerque, NM
$20
$20

$20
ADMISSION

ADMISSION

ADMISSION

UNIVERSITY & MENAUL

October 28-30 , 2016
Friday 12:00 p.m. to 9:00 p.m.

Saturday 9:00 a.m. to 10:00 p.m.

Sunday 10:00 a.m. to 6:00 p.m.

For More Info: nmcannaexpo@gmail.com
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GARDENING

Breakdown

CONVERT YOUR WAX - OILS - CONCENTRATES INTO LIQUID
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Facili

#1

Choice Pick

Strain: Shipwreck
THC: 22.14%
CBD: .010%
Dispensary: Urban Wellness

#6
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#2
Strain: Jesus OG
THC: 22.10%
CBD: .200%
Dispensary: Sacred Garden

#7

Strain: Catwoman
THC: 15.42%
CBD: .240%
Dispensary: Cannacutics

Strain: Blue Dream
THC: 15.6%
CBD: 1%
Dispensary: CG Corrigan
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Sativa:
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#3

Strain: Lemon
THC: 17.63%
CBD: .100%
Dispensary: R

#8

Strain: Green C
THC: 23%
CBD: .500%
Dispensary: Ve

a type of cannabis plant that will typically
oduce a euphoric, energetic, cerebral high.
Sativa plant is more of a skinny, tall, lanky,
s yielding plant

Strain Review
In Stock As of 9-10-16

#4

#3

emon Sour Diesel
63%
00%
ary: R. Greenleaf

#5

Strain: Flo
THC: 15.08%
CBD: .020%
Dispensary: Sandia Botanicles

#8

#10

#9

Green Crack
%
00%
ary: Verdes

			

Strain: Sour Apple
THC: 23%
CBD: .010%
Dispensary: Natural Rx

The Chronicle

Strain: Mickey Kush
THC: 22.85%
CBD: .160%
Dispensary: High Desert
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Strain: White Haze
THC: 20.90%
CBD: 1.50%
Dispensary: New Mexicann
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Facilita

#1 Our Choice
Strain: Skywalker OG
THC: 27.58%
CBD: .26%
Dispensary: High Desert Relief

#6

The Chronicle

#2
Strain: Jabberwocky
THC: 27.85%
CBD: .240%
Dispensary: Sacred Garden

#7

Strain: LA Cookies
THC: 22%
CBD: .300%
Dispensary: Verdes
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Strain: Super Silver Haze HP
THC: 21%
CBD: .600%
Dispensary: Pur Life
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produce
with diff
An Indic
is a grea

#3

Strain: Elepha
THC: 28.94%
CBD: .280%
Dispensary: U

#8

Strain: Larry O
THC: 23%
CBD: .500%
Dispensary: N

s a type of cannabis plant that will typically
roduce a heavy, relaxing high that can help
with different medical problems.
n Indica plant is a full and stocky plant that
s a great yielder.

Strain Review
In Stock As of 9-10-16

#4

#3

Elephant Stomper
.94%
80%
ary: Urban Wellness

#5

Strain: Silver Kush
THC: 20.94%
CBD: .160%
Dispensary: R. Greenleaf

#8

#10

#9

Larry OG
%
00%
ary: Natural Rx

			

Strain: Vanilla Kush
THC: 20.10%
CBD: .200%
Dispensary: MedZen

The Chronicle

Strain: Gorilla Glue
THC: 19.620%
CBD: .190%
Dispensary: CG Corrigan
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Strain: Sour Diesel #2
THC: 16.71%
CBD: .240%
Dispensary: Cannacutics
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#1

Our Choice

Strain: Sour Apple White
THC: %
CBD: %
Dispensary: Sacred Garden

#6

The Chronicle

TIENT
CANNABIS PA

#2
Strain: Amnesia
THC: 21.21%
CBD: .170%
Dispensary: R.Greenleaf

#7
Strain: Sexxpot
THC: 25.12%
CBD: .110%
Dispensary: CG Corrigan

Strain: The Dog
THC: 17.11%
CBD: .170%
Dispensary: Cannacutics
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#3

Strain: Agent
THC: 22.59%
CBD: .170%
Dispensary: H

#8

Strain: Glutt
THC: 19.93%
CBD: .600%
Dispensary:

d: is a type of cannabis plant that is a mixture

of a Sativa and an Indica and that is bread
for a Super Strain that has the best traits of
both parents and effects to match.

Strain Review
In Stock As of 9-10-16

#4

#3

Agent Orange
.59%
70%
ary: High Desert Relief

#5

Strain: Sour Apple
THC: 27.49%
CBD: .330%
Dispensary: Urban Wellness

#8

#10

#9

: Glutton
19.93%
.600%
nsary: Pur Life
			

Strain: Harvest Blend
THC: 18.5%
CBD: 4%
Dispensary: Minerva
The Chronicle

Strain: Star Dawg
THC: 20%
CBD: .190%
Dispensary: Natural Rx
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Strain: Lemon Alien
THC: 19.4%
CBD: .370%
Dispensary: H.E.S.
New Mexico’s Cannabis Magazine
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#1Our Choice

#2

Strain: Cannatonic
CBD: 16%
THC: 7%
Dispensary: Verdes

Strain: Cannatonic
CBD: 15%
THC: 5%
Dispensary: Sacred Garden

#6

#7

Strain: AK-47
CBD: 10.650%
THC: 15.85%
Dispensary: Urban Wellness
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Strain: Cannatonic
CBD: 9.91%
THC: 6%
Dispensary: Natural Rx

New Mexico’s Cannabis Magazine

#3

Strain: Cannato
CBD: 14.17%
THC: 4.47%
Dispensary: Sa

#8 B

Strain: Keele’s
CBD: 9.83%
THC: 9.58%
Dispensary: Min

a is a non-psychotic cannabinoid found in
dica and Hybrid cannabis that will typically
an anti-inflammatory effect, anti-anxiety,
nausea effects.

Strain Review
In Stock As of 9-10-16

#4

#3

annatonic
17%
%
ry: Sandia Botanicles

Strain: Charlottes Web
CBD: 14%
THC: .700%
Dispensary: Verdes

#8 Best Blend

eele’s KO
3%
%
ry: Minerva

			

#5

#10

#9
Strain: AK-47
CBD: 8.64%
THC: 12.08%
Dispensary: R.Greenleaf

The Chronicle

Strain: Medi-Haze
CBD: 13.85%
THC: 6.51%
Dispensary: Fruit of the Earth

47

Strain: Shark Shock
CBD: 7.59%
THC: 7.34%
Dispensary: Minerva
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ARE YOU REGISTERED?
https://voterview.state.nm.us/VoterView/RegistrantSearch.do
You’ll need your New Mexico driver’s license or state
ID card number, Social Security
number, and birthday.
To register online, the address where you’re registering to vote needs to match the address on file with the
state Motor Vehicle Division.

VOTE EARLY

Oct 11–Nov 5

VOTE ON ELECTION DAY

Nov 8, 2016

Polls are open from 7 AM–7 PM on Election Day, Nov 8. If you’re in line at your
voting location by 7 PM, you’re allowed to
vote.

WHO CAN VOTE EARLY

Any voter registered in New Mexico can
vote early in person.

COMING SOON
premium New Mexico medical cannabis

everestnm.com | info@everestnm.com

Ruben Chavez | Collector

Coming November 2016
send us pics of your tattoos for a chance to be included

Questions? Email us at info@tattoomarque.com
tattoomarque.com

tattoomarque

NEW MEXICO’S TINT COMPANY

GSC Courtesy of UncleFishSticks

FROM NEW MEXICO FOR NEW MEXICO
a portion of every bhang sale in New Mexico goes
to N.M. patient groups and drug education.
THE ORIGINAL CANNABIS CHOCOLATE
ACCEPT NO IMITATIONS
QUALITY, CONSISTENCY, SAFETY
contact us on facebook
bhang chocolate of new mexico
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Las Cruces, NM
$20

ADMISSION

705 S. Telshor Blvd.

$20

ADMISSION

November 11th
& 13th
12th 12th
& 13th
, 2016, 2016
Friday 12:00 to 9:00pm
Saturday
9:00 toa.m.
to p.m.
10:00 p.m. Sunday 9:00 a.m. to 7:00 p.m.
Friday
12:00 p.m.
9:00

For More Info: nmcannaexpo@gmail.com

NEW MEXICO’S PREMIER MANUFACTURER OF INFUSED
EDIBLES, WAXES AND CONCENTRATES.
We utilize a combination of state of the art research and development, cutting
edge technology and certified laboratories to ensure consistent, safe and effective
products for medical cannabis patients.

Got Terps?

We are the only manufacturer that
can extract and preserve naturally
accruing organic terpenes for all of
our PG free vaporizer products.

govitalityextracts.com
ElevatedEdibles

Our products can be found at these any of these producer’s locations.

CG CORRIGAN
SERVING NEW MEXICO’S CHRONICALLY ILL

Laser Engraving
Engraved Photos
Graphic Design
Phone: 505.303.2583
Full Color Print
creative-kustoms.com
Signs - Banners
creativekustomsrdnm@gmail.com
Vehicle Wraps
Product Design
Trophies & Awards
Lapel Pins & Coins
Web-Sites
Custom T-Shirts
Headstones
5404 Central Ave. SW Monuments
We Engrave On Anything...
Acrylic - Crystal - Metal - Plastics - Tile - Wood - Glass - Leather - Anything !!

M E D I C A L

8612 PASEO ALAMEDA NE
ALBUQUERQUE, NM 87113

C A N N A B I S

3414 HIGHWAY 47
LOS LUNAS, NM 87031

505.404.8214

N AT U R A L R X N M . N E T

2220 GRANDE NE
RIO RANCHO, NM 87124
COMING SOON

